In this work, Dr 
blueish-green colour of the sea, yXavni) daXaaira, is sufficient to show the original ambiguity of the term. As if, however, on purpose to puzzle the critics, Virgil applies the word to the colour even of horses, honesti spadices glaucique. Dr Dr. Sichel has satisfied us, that the word yXavKos was applied by the ancient Greeks to the blueish or grayish colour of the iris, presented by a large portion of the human race, and that it was thence transferred to certain states of the eye, in which the pupil has no longer the natural jet black colour of youth and health, but has assumed the grayish or greenish tinge of age and disease. Some will have it that Hippocrates, under the plural yXavicwoees, comprehended all those diseases of the eye in which an opaque appearance is seen within the pupil ;* but Dr. Sichel supposes that he refers to cataract only, and that he had no notion of the glaucoma of modern oculists.
The pupil of a young and healthy eye presents a jet black colour, and one unacquainted with the real state of matters might suppose, on looking into such a pupil, that the whole of the light which entered it passed unobstructed to the bottom of the eye, and was there absorbed by the choroid pigment. This, however, is not the case; but, as was first shown by Purkinje,f a quantity of the light is arrested by the anterior crystalline capsule, and another quantity by the posterior, both quantities being reflected back again through the pupil and out of the eye. If the source of the light so reflected be a small luminous object, such as a lighted candle, two distinct images are formed of the object, the one erect and the other inverted, as is readily perceived by the spectator. This 
